
From: Chester
To: RJ Lott
Subject: Fwd: Mission Ridge Expansion Proposal
Date: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 2:26:29 PM

External Email Warning! This email originated from outside of Chelan County.

Subject:Mission Ridge Expansion Proposal
Date:Tue, 10 Mar 2020 13:15:03 -0700

From:Chester <northfork@nwi.net>
To:rj.lott@co.chelan.wa.us>

Comments on Mission Ridge Expansion Proposal:

I support the Mission Ridge Proposal in concept, with several specific remarks described
below. The Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest Draft EA substantially justifies the project
in its Purpose and Need section, and will not be duplicated here. However, the USFS Purpose
and Need narrative supports the project in concept only, and does not refer to the specific scale
of the final village build-out described in the Mission Ridge Resort Development Application
sent to Chelan County (the project narrative). The 900-plus accommodation units is a large
development, approaching the population (pillow count) of a small town. As a matter of
comparison, the 1980s Constellation Ridge Resort proposal called for significantly less
housing units, although greater ski terrain. It is interesting to note that the Constellation EIS
mentioned the proponent's desire to utilize PUD water for their domestic water needs. Given
the scale of the present Mission Ridge proposal, the use of PUD water would alleviate
concerns over stressing the water capacity from the use of wells drilled within the boundary of
the Squilchuck watershed. This watershed is already taxed, and it would seem risky to
jeopardize it with a major water withdrawal for the proposed village. I assume water districts
in the Squilchuck will strongly oppose such withdrawal. PUD water offers a guaranteed
supply. Assuming the project will have the positive economic impact for the county that are
projected, PUD involvement could be justified. Further, the scale of the resort (# of overnight
units) should be examined closely by Chelan County; Is the 900-plus capacity the minimum
needed for financial viability, or would a more modest total create a successful project with
less impact on Squilchuck Road traffic, and soften other environmental issues? Other aspects
of the village--beginner terrain, snow-play, additional parking, nordic trails, lift access, etc.--
are vital and will doubtless further support the viability of Mission Ridge.

Respectfully,

Chester Marler--retired administrative staff, Stevens Pass ski Resort

Leavenworth, WA
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From: Gustav Bekker
To: RJ Lott; Kevin Overbay; Bob Bugert; Doug England; Mike Kaputa
Subject: Mission Ridge Expansion project
Date: Friday, March 27, 2020 1:11:11 PM
Attachments: El Sendero_WWA letter to Chelan County 2020-03-27.pdf

External Email Warning! This email originated from outside of Chelan County.

Dear Mr. Lott,

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these public comments on the Mission Ridge Expansion Project in Chelan
County, Washington.
Comment letter attached. 
Gus Bekker
President
El Sendero Backcountry Ski and Snowshoe Club
PO Box 5622
Wenatchee, WA 98807

Hilary Eisen 
Policy Director
Winter Wildlands Alliance
PO Box 631
Bozeman, MT 59771

--
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March 26, 2020 
 
RJ Lott, Planning Manager 
Department of Community Development 
316 Washington ST. STE 301 
Wenatchee, WA 98801 
 
Submitted via email to RJ.Lott@co.chelan.wa.us  
 
RE: Mission Ridge Expansion Master Planned Resort application 
 
Dear Mr. Lott, 
 
El Sendero Backcountry Ski and Snowshoe Club (El Sendero) is a non-profit organization based in 
Wenatchee, founded in 2004. We represent winter backcountry recreationists and advocate for the 
creation, preservation, and management of non-motorized winter areas on public lands. We work to 
preserve backcountry areas for quiet human-powered use, promote winter backcountry safety and 
ethics, and cooperatively resolve conflicts among backcountry users. El Sendero is a grassroots member 
of Winter Wildlands Alliance. Winter Wildlands Alliance (WWA) is a national non-profit, whose mission is 
to promote and protect winter wildlands and quality human-powered snow-sports experiences on 
public lands.  Formed in 2000, WWA has grown to include 33 grassroots groups in 15 states and has a 
collective membership exceeding 50,000. 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Mission Ridge Expansion Master 
Planned Resort application. Our organizations are firmly opposed to the proposal as it currently stands, 
and ask that the County deny the development application. This plan on private property has enormous 
public ramifications. A decision that affects our community so fundamentally, in fact destroys the rural 
nature of the Squilchuck valley and the ski area itself, should be planned and examined in a public 
manner in order to weed out the objectionable issues and come to a final decision that all stakeholders 
can live with. No public process has been accomplished here and that is unacceptable. 
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I. THE DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION VIOLATES COUNTY PLANNING AND VISIONING DOCUMENTS   
 
The proposed development is inconsistent with all applicable planning and visioning documents thus far 
established in Chelan County, including the Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision Report, the Chelan 
County Comprehensive Plan, the Our Valley Our Future Action Plan, and the County Watershed Plan. In 
the following comments we will describe specifically how and why the development application violates 
these plans.   
 


a. Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision Report 
 


Chelan County organized and created the Stemilt Partnership in 2007 to prevent urban development in 
sections 16, 22, 20, and 28 in the upper Stemilt Basin.1 The County again expressed its commitment to 
preventing development in Stemilt Basin when it purchased 2,500 acres of land in the basin in 2012. 
Thus, it is puzzling why the County would even consider a proposal to allow extensive urban 
development in the basin. The Mission Ridge 2020 proposal would develop the section of land directly 
adjacent to one of the very sections that motivated the formation of the Partnership.  
 
In 2008 the Stemilt Partnership drafted a Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision report.2 This report 
considered the effects of development in upper Stemilt Basin and voiced three major concerns: 
increased demand on water resources, losing access to public land, and increased habitat fragmentation 
and pressure. The report concluded that resource lands in the upper watershed cannot support urban-
level development. The Mission Ridge proposal would realize all three of the reports concerns: it would 
remove water from the watershed, disrupt wildlife, and degrade the recreational experiences in the 
upper basin.  
 
One of the major findings of the Community Vision report was that high-density development should 
occur in lower canyons, adjacent to existing urban areas, and that the upper basins should emphasize 
public access and some recreational opportunities. The Mission Ridge proposal is to develop an isolated 
urban area in upper Stemilt Basin with the express purpose of increasing use and pressure on the public 
lands.  
  
Contrary to the Community Vision Report, this Mission Ridge proposal would bring urban-level 
development to the upper Stemilt basin, increase demand on water resources, and increase habitat 
fragmentation and pressure by logging, building, installing roads and chairlifts. It would also close access 
to public land by increasing the Special Use Permit Area granted to the resort from the Forest Service. 
Granting approval of this proposal will directly contradict the Stemilt Partnership’s vision for this area.  
 


b. CHELAN COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
 
Approval of the Mission Ridge Expansion Master Planned Resort application would require the County to 
ignore, violate, or make exceptions to several provisions of the 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive 


                                                           
1 https://www.co.chelan.wa.us/natural-resources/pages/stemilt-partnership 
2 https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/convis_wa_stemilt_1report.pdf 
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Plan. This Plan is intended to guide land use development throughout the County and reflects the values 
and needs of the Chelan County community. Carving out exceptions to this Plan to meet the wishes of a 
single developer undermines the purpose and effectiveness of the County Plan, as well as the input and 
participation of all who helped to develop it.  
 
The Proposed Development Does Not Align With The Comprehensive Plan Vision For The Malaga-Stemilt-
Squilchuck Planning Area 
 
Chapter 1 of the Chelan County Comprehensive Plan contains vision statements for the various planning 
areas. The vision statement of the Malaga-Stemilt-Squilchuck planning area emphasizes the great value 
that the citizens of the Malaga-Stemilt-Squilchuck Study Area place on the rural character of the area, 
and a desire that future development not unreasonably impact this rural character, the agricultural 
economy, or natural resource based industries.3 This vision statement emphasizes that future 
developments should not be located far away from existing developed areas and that preservation of 
water rights and management to preserve water supplies are of utmost importance.   
The proposed development is directly contrary to the values and desires expressed in this vision 
statement. A multi-family residential and commercial development will degrade the rural character and 
quality of life for the residents of the Squilchuck Drainage. One easily predictable way in which this will 
happen is to consider changes in traffic patterns. According to the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) 
submitted with the project application, the development will increase daily traffic on Squilchuck Road to 
approximately 9,500 vehicles, with roughly a thousand cars in each direction per hour at peak hour in 
the evening. Table 7 in the Traffic Impact Analysis shows that traffic is predicted to increase sevenfold.  
Currently, residents along Squilchuck road live alongside a rural country road with limited traffic. Post-
development, however, these residents would find themselves living next to a road with traffic 
equivalent to a freeway. This would most certainly impact the rural character and quality of life for 
residents in the Squilchuck drainage.  
 
The proposed development is unquestionably urban in nature. It will consist of nearly a thousand units, 
plus commercial space, in an area that is currently wild and undeveloped.  This cannot be squared with 
the Comprehensive Plan’s vision that “…expansion of our existing residential, commercial and industrial 
land uses [in the Malaga-Stemilt-Squilchuck planning area] will take place in those areas already 
characterized by that type of use”. Indeed, the proposed development would double the population in 
the Stemilt, Squilchuck, Malaga, and Wenatchee Heights basins. And, although the Comprehensive Plan 
does not specifically mention the ski area, this development would also impact the ski area itself. 
Mission Ridge is beloved for its hometown hill vibe, which contributes to the rural character of the 
Malaga-Stemilt-Squilchuck planning area. Changes to the ski area that destroy this vibe, turning it from a 
hometown hill to a “destination resort” will impact the broader Chelan County community as well.   
 
Perhaps most concerning, instead of protecting water rights and managing the land to preserve water 
supplies, the proposed development would steal water from the aquifer that feeds the base flow of 


                                                           
3 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, pages 5-6. Available at http://www.co.chelan.wa.us/files/community-
development/documents/comps_plan/2017%20Comp%20Plan/Attachment%20A%20-%202017-
27%20Comprehensive%20Plan.pdf 
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Squilchuck Creek. Mission Ridge has proposed that all the water necessary for their development will 
come from aquifers. These aquifers are hydraulically connected to surface water and any removal of 
water from the aquifers constitutes stealing from downstream users. The entire wintertime flow of 
Squilchuck Creek is allocated by existing water rights to Beehive Irrigation District and Mission Ridge for 
diversion and storage in their respective reservoirs. Existing water rights in the summer exceed the 
available flow in the creek with Miller water users having their water rights regularly cut when the 
stream flow is inadequate to cover all existing water rights. In no way does this proposed development 
align with the Comprehensive Plans’ vision to protect water rights or preserve water supplies. In arid 
environments we cannot simply continue to permit new development and assume that there will be 
enough water. Indeed, here, there is not.  
 
 
The Proposed Development Is Not Consistent With Land Use Goal LU 1.4 
Chapter V. Goals and Policies for Land Uses, of the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan 
contains Land Use Goal LU 1.4, requiring that new residential developments which require urban 
services and utilities must be located within the urban growth boundary.4 LU 1.4 is consistent with and 
supported by the 2008 Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision Report. Among its major findings, it found 
that high-density development should connect with existing urban areas.5  
 
The proposed development includes a fire station, PUD power, and will require PUD water in order to 
avoid removing water from an already spent water budget (regardless of what the developer may 
believe). The development will require an additional mile of snow removal and waste management. 
These are urban services, yet Figure 26 of the Comprehensive Plan shows that the development outside 
the Wenatchee Urban Growth Area. The development is not consistent with LU 1.4, as it is located 
outside the Wenatchee UGA and requires urban services. 
 
The Proposed Development Is Not Consistent With Land Use Goal LU 1.6. 
Chapter V. Goals and Policies for Land Uses, of the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan 
contains Land Use goal LU 1.6, which requires that environmental limitations, availability of 
infrastructure and consistency with the Comprehensive Plan be considered.6 
 
The impact of a development that brings thousands of new residents cannot be understated. Waste 
management alone poses a significant environmental risk. The developer intends to utilize septic 
systems to manage human waste – how many other communities of 4,000 are based entirely on septic? 
There are also serious environmental (and scenic) impacts associated with cutting a highway-width road 
across steep forested land adjacent to administratively withdrawn (protected) areas. And, we worry that 
the development will bring an increase recreational demand to the upper Stemilt basin, placing stress 
on the Colockum elk herd and degrading the quality of recreation experiences in the basin.  
 


                                                           
4 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, page 16 
5 2008 Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision Report , page 60. Available at 
https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/convis_wa_stemilt_1report.pdf 
6 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, page 16 
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The developer is proposing to build nearly 1,000 units in the wildland-urban interface. Fire is inevitable 
in this landscape, but the cost of managing a wildfire in the upper Stemilt basin will be drastically higher 
once an urban development is built in it. Wildfire becomes considerably more dangerous and risky in 
this scenario too, as County, State, and Forest Service officials will be responsible for safely evacuating 
thousands of people from a development with a single access road. It is a disaster waiting to happen.  
 
The infrastructure to accommodate this development does not exist, and creating it will bring additional 
impacts and environmental harm. The comprehensive plan does not account for the massive and rapid 
population increase that will follow development and the County must consider the impacts of this 
population increase on County services, infrastructure, and the environment. The growth is inconsistent 
with the Growth Management Act’s guidance to require urban growth inside the boundary of the UGA.  
 
The Proposed Development Is Not Consistent With Land Use Goal LU 3 
Chapter V. Goals and Policies for Land Uses, of the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan 
contains Land Use goal LU 3, which is to protect water quality and quantity.7 As we have already 
mentioned, removing water from deep aquifers which are hydraulically connected to surface water will 
steal water that is already over-allocated to downstream users. Our concerns about water over-
allocation are supported by WRIA 40A Watershed Plan, the WRIA 40A Water Quantity Assessment, and 
the Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision. For example, the WRIA 40A Watershed Plan sates that annual 
water rights are about 50 percent greater than the estimated quantity of physically available water.8 
Likewise, the WRIA 40A Water Quantity Assessment finds that there is a negative water balance during 
dry, warm, years.9 Currently, approximately 5,500-acre feet of water is imported into the basin from the 
Columbia River annually to support existing water needs – if this development is approved even more 
water will need to be imported. There may not be water available to import, but even if there is it will 
increase costs for agricultural producers and other water users. 
 
If allowed to drill and pump the aquifers in the upper Stemilt basin, the proposed development will 
reduce stream flow and damage existing water rights holders. This is inevitable. The development is 
clearly not consistent with Land Use Goal LU 3 because it will steal from the spent water budget.  
 
The Proposed Development Is Not Consistent With The Capitol Facilities Element Of The Comprehensive 
Plan 
Section V. Goals and Policies, of the Capitol Facilities Element of the Comprehensive Plan contains Levels 
of Service Policy CF 1.20, to ensure that development conforms to all applicable requirements of the 
International Fire Code (IFC) or alternatives as approved by the Fire Marshall.10  
 
Because this development application does not to conform to applicable requirements of the IFC, the 
developer has asked that the Fire Marshall allow exceptions to reduce ingress and egress to the 


                                                           
7 Id. Page 18 
8 2007 WRIA 40A Watershed Plan, page 13, available at http://www.co.chelan.wa.us/files/natural-
resources/documents/Planning/Stemilt_Squil/wria_40a_plan.pdf 
9 Id. Page 12 
10 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, page 34. 
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development property and fire flow requirements. To grant such exceptions would be a code violation 
since the exceptions are only allowed when “…such modification does not lessen health, life and fire 
safety requirements.”11  
 
If the County grants the developers requested exceptions to the IFC and allows the development to 
proceed with only a single egress point, it will be contributing to increasing risk of property loss and 
death of the residents of the proposed community in the event of wildfire. Unless the County requires 
that the proposed development include a second egress is will not be consistent with the Capitol 
Facilities Element of the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
The County must require access and fire flow in strict adherence to all applicable codes with no easing 
or exceptions granted. There is no reason for the County to make an exception to rules put in place to 
protect life and property simply because a code is expensive or difficult to comply with. To the contrary, 
the County has a duty to the future residents of any developments it approves to ensure that their 
community is safe.  
 
The Proposed Development Is Not Consistent With the Transportation Element Of The Chelan County 
Comprehensive Plan 
Page 54 of the Comprehensive Plan states that “Chelan County will maintain its current LOS standards 
roadways (LOS C for rural roads and LOS D for roadways in the urban growth areas).” This is another 
example of where the proposed development does not fit within the County’s comprehensive plan. 
Contrary to this vision, the proposed developing would cause the LOS on Squilchuck Road to decline to 
LOS D.12 This is below the County standard – because Squilchuck Road is outside of the UGA, it has a 
minimum LOS of C. Therefore, the proposed development is not consistent with the Transportation 
Element of the Chelan County Comprehensive Plan because the proposed level of service is lower than 
the County standard. 
 
The proposed development is inconsistent with the transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan 
in other ways as well. The TIA concedes that this development would lead to a significant increase in 
traffic on Squilchuck Road, which will require modification of at least three intersections. The increase in 
traffic, both during construction and once the development is in place, will degrade the road more 
quickly than the County has accounted for in its planning documents. Despite this necessary increase in 
maintenance due to the development, the developer has argued that they should not be held 
responsible for these maintenance costs. Chapter 6 of the Transportation Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan describes the County’s 20 year major projects capital plan.13 Improvements to 
Squilchuck Road are not included. Indeed, the County’s 20-year outlook for major capital projects does 
not include any major projects or costs that would be related to the proposed development. Given that 
the developer plans on leaving County taxpayers to cover the cost of road maintenance directly related 
to their resort, these costs should at least be within what is envisioned in the County’s 20-year capital 


                                                           
11  IFC Section 104.8 
12 Transportation Impact Analysis, page 22 
13 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, Table 12, starting on page 56. 
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plan. Because they are not, the development is not consistent with the Transportation Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
If the County were to approve this development it must require a maintenance agreement that forces 
the Tamarack, LLC to pay the difference in costs between the current and proposed conditions so that 
the County does not bear the cost increased maintenance due to the significant projected increase in 
traffic.  
 


c. OUR VALLEY OUR FUTURE (OVOF) ACTION PLAN  
 


The Our Valley Our Future (OVOF) 2017-2021 action plan supports expansion of Mission Ridge but not in 
the manner that is proposed in the Mission Ridge Expansion Master Planned Resort application. The 
action plan indicates that a small village of homes will be built on property that Mission Ridge has 
purchased.14 The proposal under consideration here does not align with this action plan in two 
important ways. First and foremost, a proposed development of 621 condos and duplex units, 275 single 
family detached units, a lodge with 57 beds, an 80-bed dormitory, and 110,000 square feet of 
commercial space cannot be characterized as a small village of homes. Second, Mission Ridge does not 
own the property. Mission Ridge, LLC is a business that owns and runs a ski area. Tamarack, LLC is a 
business that will develop an urban center in the upper basin and then will operate the development. It 
is misleading to imply that profits from the village development will provide financial stability for the ski 
area, as these profits will simply enrich the developer. While these two LLCs may be owned by the same 
person for now, there is no guarantee that this will remain the case. Furthermore, Tamarack, LLC has no 
obligation to support Mission Ridge, LLC and indeed, is obligated to put its own financial stability ahead 
of the ski area.  
 
Because the development property is not owned by Mission Ridge, and because the proposed 
development is not small in character, the development is not in alignment with the OVOF Action Plan. 
 


d. WRIA 40A WATERSHED PLAN and WATER QUANTITY ANALYSIS 
 
The Chelan County Natural Resources department developed a Watershed Plan (May 2007) and a Water 
Quantity Assessment (February 2007) following a watershed inventory assessment for the Squilchuck 
and Stemilt drainages. The Assessment and Plan cover water resource inventory area WRIA 40A, which 
includes the Stemilt, Squilchuck, Malaga and Wenatchee Heights sub-basins. The Water Quantity 
Assessment concluded that on an average year irrigation demand exceeds runoff with a water balance 
deficit of 550 acre feet on an average year and 12,690 acre feet in a dry/warm year.15  
 
By planning to drill wells and pump water from the headwaters of Squilchuck Creek, Tamarack, LLC is 
planning to appropriate water from the headwaters of the drainage in order to provide water for the 


                                                           
14 Our Valley Our Future 2017-2021 Action Plan, page 32. Available at http://www.ourvalleyourfuture.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/OVOF-2020-Action-Plan-small-file-size.pdf 
15 2007 WRIA 40A Watershed Plan, page 13, available at http://www.co.chelan.wa.us/files/natural-
resources/documents/Planning/Stemilt_Squil/wria_40a_plan.pdf 
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Mission Ridge Expansion Master Planned Resort. As we stated earlier in these comments, it is 
irresponsible to permit new development when there is not water available to support it.  
 
 


e. STEMILT-SQUILCHUCK RECREATION PLAN 
 
From 2016 to October of 2019, the recreation committee of the Stemilt Partnership worked on a 
recreation plan. It has been less than 6 months since final publication of the plan. It is current. The vision 
statement of the Final Recreation Plan is “to establish sustainable recreation opportunities in the Stemilt-
Squilchuck Basin through a community based planning process that embraces community values, 
protection of water and wildlife resources, and collaboration with all stakeholders.” The winter map 
developed over years of negotiation with all stakeholders, includes a non-motorized winter play area in 
the upper Stemilt basin. This map was hotly contested and we believe the backcountry community was 
short changed in the final hours. However, a non-motorized area was created and we are excited at the 
prospect. This development is so new that signs haven’t yet been placed and snowmobiles are still 
visiting the NMAs in both Stemilt and Clara basins. By placing a  town-sized community at the base of 
the newly designated non-motorized play area, the development severely degrades the value of the 
designated area because instead of a wild and remote basin, the area will now be connected to the 
noise, crowds and cars of a 4000 pillow community. The backcountry experience will be lost. Because 
the project destroys the value of the (brand new) non-motorized skiing area, and because the 
development does not protect water and wildfire resources, and because every stakeholder currently 
living in the Squilchuck valley will be affected by the traffic the development generates, the plan is not 
consistent with the Stemilt Partnership Recreation Plan. 
 
 


II. THE COUNTY MUST DENY THE MISSION RIDGE EXPANSION MASTER PLANNED RESORT 
APPLICATION  
 


There are a multitude of reasons why the County must deny this development application. As we have 
outlined in these comments, the proposed development is contrary to several of the County’s guiding 
documents, including The Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, the Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision 
Report, the OVOF Action Plan, the WRIA 40A Watershed Plan, and the WRIA 40A Water Quantity 
Assessment. It also runs counter to the County’s reasons for to organizing the Stemilt Partnership in 
2007 and purchasing 2,500 acres of land in Stemilt Basin in 2012. At no point has the County or its 
residents previously expressed a desire for urban development in upper Stemilt Basin.  
 
In addition to the reasons for denying the development application that we have already described in 
these comments, the County has a number of options for how to deny the proposed development: 
 
Deny classification as a Master Planned Resort (MPR) 
Chapter XIV. Master Planned Resorts, of the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan indicates that 
Master Planned Resorts may be built outside of the UGA. However, Chapter XV. Goals and Policies for 
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Master Planned Resorts,16 defines MPRs to be self-contained and consist of short-term visitor 
accommodation. They must provide affordable housing for employees when feasible, preserve the rural 
character or natural resource uses, and not primarily comprise of single family or multi-family units. 
Additionally, permanent residential uses must support the on-site recreational nature of the resort. 
 
The proposed development violates all of these requirements: 


 The development is not self-contained. The project narrative section J. states that the 
development will rely on the County to provide fire, police and medical services. In addition, 
there is no grocery planned, nor any schools, and both water and electricity will be supplied 
from Wenatchee.   


 The development does not consist of short term visitor accommodations. The primary 
component of the proposed development is long-term housing, namely 275 single-family 
residences and 621 multi-family units. These are not intended to be vacation homes, given that 
the TIA assumes all units are occupied year-round. Policy LU 13.5 of the Comprehensive Plan 
specifically states that “single –family or multi-family residential development shall not be the 
primary component of the MPRs.”17 While the Comprehensive Plan does make a provision for 
permanent residences, it requires that they support the on-site recreational nature of the 
resort.  


 The development does not consider affordable employee housing. The intent of an MPR is to 
be self-contained such that employees would stay and live at the MPR. This requires employee 
housing. Section M. of the project narrative boasts 669 full time jobs yet the plan proposes only 
80 employee beds in “dormitory style” and “open-concept” accommodations. Clearly, the 
development is not intended to be self-contained, and the majority of employees will be 
expected to commute from Wenatchee.  


 The development does not preserve the rural character or natural resource it uses. The rural 
character of the Squilchuck valley would be forever changed by the increase in traffic brought by 
this development. It will also change the character of the ski hill. It will at least double the daily 
number of skiers on the hill yet the only new ski terrain will be beginner terrain at the 
development. More skiers on the same terrain creates longer lines, powder shortage, and more 
crowded ski runs. The development will completely transform the ski area from a friendly 
hometown hill to a dispassionate destination resort, altering both the rural character and the 
natural resource (an uncrowded skiing experience) that it uses.  


 
The development clearly does not satisfy the requirements of a MPR under the Chelan County 
Comprehensive Plan, should not be classified as such, and therefore the application should be denied.  
 
Do not assume ownership of the access road 
In order to build the access road between from the end of the Mission Ridge Road to the private 
property, the Forest Service has to provide an easement under FSM 2700 Chapter 2732. However, this 
section of the FSM states that if the public road authority does not accept responsibility for and 


                                                           
16 2017 Chelan County Comprehensive Plan, starting on page 28. 
17 Id. page 29 
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ownership of a proposed road, the owners of the property served must form a local improvement 
district or an owners’ association to assume the necessary maintenance responsibilities. 
 
The County has no obligation to take on another system road – with all of its associated maintenance 
costs – for the benefit of a private developer. This will not prevent the developer from obtaining a 
Forest Service easement, but they will need to be responsible for all of the associated maintenance and 
construction costs.  
 
Purchase Section 19 
The County has previously purchased land in upper Stemilt Basin to prevent development and there is 
ample reason for the County to do so again. Open space is encouraged and the County is specifically 
allowed to purchase land by Section XII. Open Space/Recreation, of the Land Use Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan.  
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Do not sign the development agreement 
The development agreement submitted with the project application serves to provide financial 
assurance to the developer that the County will not change codes or rules in the future that would result 
in unexpected costs to the developer. The County is under no obligation to provide this assurance and 
should not do so. This proposal is much larger than anything the County has previously administrated 
and unanticipated issues will arise. The County should not deny itself any remedies to resolve these 
future issues. 
 
Require adequate fuels reduction 
The fuels reduction strategy suggested in the AEGIS Fire Protection Plan is inadequate to reduce fire 
intensity to a level that can be directly attacked by wildland fire fighters. If residences are to be built in 
the WUI, the County has an obligation to require conditions that are safe. A basin-wide vegetation 
treatment, authorized under the Good Neighbor Authority, is the minimum level of fuels reduction that 
could be considered to reduce risk to the development to an acceptable level. Thinning would have to 
be to a level that would change fire character from a crown fire to a ground fire. The area would need to 
include the entire Mission Ridge special use area, the private property involved in the development, the 
timbered shoulder between the Stemilt and Squilchuck basins, the area between Lake Clara and the 
Mission Ridge road, and the area between the proposed development and Squilchuck State Park. 
 


*************************************************** 
Our organizations appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on this very consequential decision. 
Many of our members will be directly impacted by any development in upper Stemilt Basin or changes 
in traffic along the Squilchuck Road. We are available to answer questions or provide additional 
information as needed. Please keep us informed of future developments and decisions concerning this 
project. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments.     


        
Gus Bekker      Hilary Eisen 
President      Policy Director 
El Sendero Backcountry Ski and Snowshoe Club  Winter Wildlands Alliance 
PO Box 5622       PO Box 631 
Wenatchee, WA 98807-5622     Bozeman, MT 59771 
gwbekker@gmail.com     heisen@winterwildlands.org  
 
 
 







From: Ronald
To: RJ Lott
Subject: Mission Ridge, MPR 2018-128
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:24:35 PM
Attachments: Mission Ridge Development - 2020.docx

External Email Warning! This email originated from outside of Chelan County.

Attached are our comments about the proposed Mission Ridge expansion.

Thanks,
Ronald Balzer
509-886-3562

mailto:ronaldlbalzer@hotmail.com
mailto:RJ.Lott@CO.CHELAN.WA.US

March 16, 2020

Chelan County Community Development

Attention: RJ Lott

Mission Ridge Expansion, MPR2018-128

We reviewed and commented on Mission Ridge’s expansion plans, MPR 2018-128, to Kristen Larsen on Oct 18, 2018. Mission Ridge’s SEPA revision, submitted to Chelan County on Jan 21, 2020, has also been reviewed. While the revision is an improvement over what they originally submitted, in the sense that it contains more up to date information and somewhat addresses some of the environmental and economic issues, we believe the proposed development still has significant environmental and economic issues that must be addressed. The following are our concerns. 

1. Over Development:

We have grave concerns with Mission Ridge’s proposed year-around Master Planned Development containing eight-hundred and ninety-six residences, a lodge/hotel with fifty-seven rooms and additional employee housing and retail stores on Section 19 and their part of Section 30. In addition, they want to have summer recreational trails throughout their property and on the adjacent National Forest and WDFW lands. Section 19 and their portion of Section 30 is zoned RR-20 by Chelan County and is approximately 800 acres. As such, it is limited to a development of only forty residences. The proposed development is greater than twenty times that allowed by the zoning. The housing development has been an on-again and off-again proposal since the early 1980’s by the various owners of Mission Ridge. 



2. Fire Safety and Medical Emergencies:

With the small lot size that they are planning to use – less than 0.2 acres per lot and the close spacing of the houses (ten feet apart), the probability of a fire spreading from house to house will be great. The time that it will take a fire department to respond from Wenatchee or East Wenatchee will be too long to save buildings. Mission Ridge is proposing the possibility of a volunteer fire station near the development, which would help, but may not solve the problem due to the time for volunteers to respond. The study of the development by AEGIS Engineering, which only evaluated the village and did not evaluate the surrounding area, recommended residences have fire sprinkler systems installed and fire extinguishers in some of the other buildings. All of the buildings should have fire sprinkler systems. Even with sprinkler systems, the probability of fire spreading between the closely spaced buildings is great. Since the area annually encounters winds in excess of one hundred miles per hour, any house fire could easily expand to the surrounding forest and quickly encompass the Forest Ridge Development and beyond if one should occur during a high wind event. AEGIS Engineering in their fire study of the development determined that the fire severity is classified as “high fire hazard”. Not only does the area encounter high winds but it also encounters many lightning storms. Since we have had numerous wildfires in the vicinity in recent years, the probability of one starting nearby is great. The development could easily become another “California” disaster with loss of lives and property as we have recently seen from wildfires in California. The lightning and human caused fires in recent years on Horse Lake Reserve and Sleepy Hollow is another example of how quickly fires can spread – fortunately, they only resulted in property damage. With the environment changing to warmer and drier summers and winters, the wildfire situation will only worsen. The narrow Squilchuck road is the only way out of the area if a fire should happen. If a fire should occur blocking the road, there is no way out. Fires from houses or buildings within the development and nearby forest fires could have a significant impact on the ability of first responders to get there and for residents to escape.

With the large number of residences in the proposed development, the need by EMT’s from the Wenatchee Area to respond to medical emergencies will increase from that associated with today’s ski area – primarily responding to non-life threating injuries. The time to travel the Squilchuck road and access the development, especially in winter conditions, may be too long for life-threating medical emergencies which would more likely occur within the housing development.



3. Water Rights and Water Pollution:

While Mission Ridge has water rights on Section 19 and 30, there is a limit as to how much they can extract and use without impacting their downstream neighbors. Irrigation districts in the Stemilt and Squilchuck valley have water rights from water originating on those lands to irrigate their orchards and crops during the summer months. Downstream residences also have water rights from those same sources. Water and Natural Resource Group, Inc (WNR) evaluated for Mission Ridge the potential for water sources on Section 19 and concluded that there is the possibility of a deep aquifer that could be tapped for use by the development. WNR also concluded that the aquifer is part of the water feeding the Squilchuck valley. WNR in their recommendation to Mission Ridge only considered the use of water for snow making (which has a negligible effect on the aquifer) and by four hundred residences using water in the winter and spring months. They did not account for the approximately one thousand residences / hotel rooms in the current Mission Ridge Proposal that would be using water throughout the year.  With the current minimal use of water from the aquifer by Mission Ridge during the summer months, in recent years the downstream irrigation users have had to reduce their water usage from what is their right in the later summer months due to a lack of water. With the trend of winters and summers being drier and warmer, this situation will only get worse. While Section 19 and 30 needs thinning of the trees on it to minimize the risk of a forest fire, the large deforestation that would be associated with the development, over 500 acres, will reduce the ability of the ground there to hold moisture for an extended period of time. The water runoff from the paved roads in the development and Squilchuck road will flow into the streams and lakes used for irrigation and will be contaminated with pollutants from vehicle emissions. The traffic study by Gibson Traffic Consultants for Mission Ridge estimated that there would be 9,486 vehicle trips per day on the Squilchuck road from the development operating year around.



4. Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat:

Mission Ridge currently operates on National Forest and WDFW land (Section 25) that was purchased with Pittman-Robertson funds, acquired from taxes on sporting goods, for the preservation of wildlife in that area. The WDFW land has not only State but Federal limitations as to its use. The proposed 155-acre expansion area on National Forest land along with the 500 acre development on Sections 19 and 30, with the cutting of trees, the grading of the land, the paving of roads, and the development of trails throughout Sections 19, 24, 25 and 30 will destroy wildlife habitat and block access to the upper Stemilt-Squilchuck basin for deer and elk as that area is their main migration corridor and summer and fall habitat. There is currently a study being funded ($27,000) by Washington State, The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, and The Wenatchee Sportsmen’s Association to determine the size of the elk herd and the seasonal usage by them of that area. The study is being managed by WDFW and Chelan County through the Stemilt Partnership and it will take place from April through late fall of 2020.

Since Mission Ridge is proposing using the National Forest and WDFW properties, including their own in Sections 19 and 30, year around, there will be a detrimental impact from human interaction with wildlife - essentially making the Stemilt-Squilchuck basin useless as wildlife habitat. Mission Ridge plans to build mountain biking trails throughout their property, the adjacent National Forest property, and WDFW property for summer recreation. Sections 19 and 30 are one of the primary calving grounds for the Colockum-Malaga elk herd.  To their benefit, Mission Ridge has proposed to close the trails during the elk calving period, however they need to be closed throughout the summer and early fall. Many environmental studies have shown that a corridor or trail used by humans through wildlife habitat is a two-hundred-meter-wide “dead zone” in which wildlife do not thrive – see, The New York Times, “Leaving Only footsteps? Think Again” by Christopher Solomon, Feb 13, 2015. The detrimental effect of humans on wildlife has been seen here in Wenatchee at the Horse Lake Reserve. While that property has primarily been a late fall through spring habitat for mule deer, it used to have a few deer that remained there throughout the year. Since the mountain bike trails were developed there, deer are no longer seen on the Reserve in the summer. The noise from the outdoor concerts that are being proposed by Mission Ridge will also displace wildlife.



5. Economic Impacts:

The residential development that is being proposed by Mission Ridge in Sections 19 and 30 conceivably will have an economic benefit to them from increased recreational fees and sales of houses and to Chelan County through taxes. However, it will have a negative economic impact on the hotels, motels, restaurants and stores in the Wenatchee Area since people will no longer stay in the Wenatchee Area while skiing and recreating at Mission Ridge. With people living and staying in the housing at Mission Ridge, most of which will be transients from out of the area (Mission Ridge’s estimate is about 75%), the need for the Wenatchee Area facilities and the income from them will diminish. In their economic study for Mission Ridge, RRC Associates estimated that sixty percent of the expenditures for skiing at Mission Ridge are currently being spent at restaurants, hotels/motels and businesses in the Wenatchee Area.



6. National Forest and WDFW Lands:

Mission Ridge is proposing adding ski lifts on the National Forest land in Section 30 and using Sections 24, 25 and the National Forest portion of Section 30 year around. We believe that using public property “National Forest and WDFW Land” for the sole economic benefit of private enterprise is wrong!

We can support additional winter skiing opportunities at Mission ridge in expanded ski trails and non-housing facilities. However, the proposed trails and land should only be occupied in the winter months – the same as the current restriction on Mission Ridge’s operation to preserve the habitat for wildlife, reduce the risk of wildfires on surrounding properties, preserve the aquifer for down-stream agricultural irrigation and current residences, and minimize the economic impact upon the businesses in the Wenatchee Area.

With our concerns about the loss of habitat for the wildlife in the Stemilt-Squilchuck basin area, the increased high risk of forest fires from the housing development and from climate change, the single road access to and from the proposed housing development in cases of emergencies, the degradation of the aquifer and resulting inability of the land to hold moisture for irrigation due to the deforestation of the land for Mission Ridge’s proposed expansion, the loss of income to Wenatchee Area businesses, and the use of public property “National Forest and WDFW Land” for the sole economic benefit of private enterprise, we believe that the proposed Mission Ridge housing development should not be allowed! If the development is not declared illegal due to the RR-20 zoning and the single road access (Squilchuck), a Determination of Significance must be declared for SEPA MPR2018-128 and an Environmental Impact Study required due to the significant adverse impacts to the surrounding area and the environment from the proposed development. Any decision on modifying the current “winter use only” agreement for Sections 24, 25, and 30 needs to be withheld until after the above-mentioned (see concern #4) joint elk habitat study is completed.

Sincerely,

Ronald and Claudia Balzer

3320 N. W. Fir Ave

East Wenatchee, Wa
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From: Erin Andrade
To: RJ Lott
Subject: MR Expansion
Date: Sunday, March 29, 2020 6:27:56 PM
Attachments: Erin Andrade MR Expansion Comments.docx

External Email Warning! This email originated from outside of Chelan County.

RJ Lott,

I reviewed the El Sendero meeting summary, detailing some of the greatest concerns noted
with the current proposed project.

 

I included, in red in the attached document, the things I most agree with, namely:

-       The concern of creating an overcrowded recreation area

-       The significant negative impact on traffic

o   Specifically, although there is more parking; there is not a new road built to
accommodate the extra vehicles that would be getting to the new facilities

o   The housing development is too large for the current infrastructure

o   The impact on the local residents and users will be significant, creating a
negative experience, similar to that at Stevens Pass or Snoqualmie Pass

-       This proposal violates the Stemilt Partnership Mission, by potentially impacting our
wildlife as well as our recreational experiences by having an urban development so close to
that area

-       I also agree with the other concerns regarding potential fire hazards

-       I also agree with the concerns detailed below regarding water use

 

I reviewed promotional videos and the project proposal for the expansion.

 

I agree with the following comments:

-       The expansion will increase beginner terrain

-       The expansion will increase parking

mailto:erinandrade87@gmail.com
mailto:RJ.Lott@CO.CHELAN.WA.US

I reviewed the El Sendero meeting summary, detailing some of the greatest concerns noted with the current proposed project.



I included, in red, the things I most agree with, namely:

· The concern of creating an overcrowded recreation area

· The significant negative impact on traffic

· Specifically, although there is more parking; there is not a new road built to accommodate the extra vehicles that would be getting to the new facilities

· The housing development is too large for the current infrastructure

· The impact on the local residents and users will be significant, creating a negative experience, similar to that at Stevens Pass or Snoqualmie Pass

· This proposal violates the Stemilt Partnership Mission, by potentially impacting our wildlife as well as our recreational experiences by having an urban development so close to that area

· I also agree with the other concerns regarding potential fire hazards

· I also agree with the concerns detailed below regarding water use



I reviewed promotional videos and the project proposal for the expansion.



I agree with the following comments:

· The expansion will increase beginner terrain

· The expansion will increase parking

· The expansion will add other activities such as cross country skiing, which I could see myself enjoying



I disagree with the following comments:

· “Maintain the values of stewardship, community, and small mountain vibe – aka the MR way of life… keep our soul intact while growing. Keep our roots and our ties to the community”



I watched the promotional video for MR, with Dr. Freed, Mayor Frank Kuntz, and Shiloh Burgess. I moved here about 4 years ago from Seattle (transplanted from Indiana), so I am not a true local. I am a physician at Confluence Health and I was attracted to Wenatchee because of the ease of outdoor access, including Mission Ridge. On the same side of the coin, in Seattle I was already living close to 3 ski resorts – Crystal Mountain, Stevens Pass, and Snoqualmie Pass. Why would I move to Wenatchee when I had access to these larger mountains? The answer is that I wanted to get away from the crowds, traffic, and overcrowding of Seattle. Even after moving to Wenatchee, I still owned season passes to both MR and SP, but ultimately, after the overcrowding became too much at SP; my husband and I only own MR passes now. MR is special because it is a community asset. It is a local ski hill. Creating condominiums and housing up there is not needed because:

· Most locals already live <30 minutes from the hill

· The downtown area is already expanding with a number of new hotels

· The city itself is expanding with more homes being built throughout the valley as Wenatchee is expanding



If we are truly doing this project to benefit the community, unfortunately I see us losing our “local ski hill” vibe. We will become another touristy, overcrowded resort with traffic issues. The ability of the residents of Wenatchee to escape to the trails and find solitude will be permanently impacted. We will lose our small mountain vibe. 



As we continue to attract physicians and other professionals to the area, how can we continue to distinguish ourselves as having a local ski hill with solitude when we are no longer the local ski hill, but rather a resort? 



I do understand the positive financial impact of this expansion, but there are more sustainable options to positively impact our community than an apparent economic boost that is accompanied by the loss of our small mountain feel, with the current project proposal. If the housing structures of the project expansion were significantly downsized, thus reducing the demand on the area with too many users, I would be in greater agreement with this project.





# Overuse Does Not Currently Exist - Overuse Will Develop with Plan Implementation



On page 11 of the EA, under “Regulatory Framework: Management Direction and Guidance”, The Wenatchee National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (FLRMP) states: “New recreation sites should be constructed where demand is high and overuse problems are occuring at existing sites.” The allure of the existing ski area and the adjacent backcountry areas in the Lake Clara Basin and the Stemilt Basin is exactly that the area is not overcrowded like other ski areas in Washington state. This plan will create an overcrowded recreation area in direct contrast to the goal of the guidance of the FLRMP. The recently created non-motorized winter recreation area in the Stemilt Basin will become largely useless with 4000 pillows located at the base of the skiing area. This increased population will impact trail use to Lake Clara as well, both by increased year round residential recreation, and by wintertime use of residents who chose not to ski in the ski area. More people skiing on the same terrain does not improve the recreational experience for skiers at Mission Ridge. The proposal is contradictory to the guidance of the FLRMP because it causes overuse.





# Traffic - 9468 Average Daily Trips

The Traffic Study appended to the application indicates 9,468 average daily trips and 833 evening peak-hour trips will be generated by the resort. Table 7 of the report estimates 1,050 passenger cars per hour in the southbound direction and 930 passenger cars in the northbound direction reducing the level-of-service (a quantitative measure describing traffic operational conditions and their perceptions by drivers) from LOS A (free flow) and B (stable flow), as the existing condition, to LOS D (high density and driver experiences a generally poor level of comfort and convenience) as the future condition. Compare this to the existing volumes listed in the table of 145 southbound cars and 177 northbound cars. This is a five- to seven-fold increase in traffic on the Squilchuck Road. The study argues that LOS D meets Chelan County Standard, but does it fairly consider the lifestyles of other residents bordering the Squilchuck Road and does it meet our expectations as citizens of the Wenatchee Valley? This increase in traffic serves to enrich the developer but it does so by degrading the lifestyles of current residents and undermining the recreational experiences of the entire community.



# Stemilt Partnership Mission - Proposal Violates the Mission of the Partnership

The County is not only a member of the Stemilt Partnership, but is the lead organization responsible for establishing the Partnership. The Partnership was formed in 2007 in response to concern over privatization and development of 2,500 acres of DNR forested land in the Stemilt Basin. In 2012 the County purchased 2,500 acres in order to prevent development in the forest. The Stemilt Partnership continues to meet to discuss management of the Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Forest. This information comes straight from the County website.  LINK to County Website  The mission of the Partnership is to protect water resources, conserve critical habitat for fish and wildlife, and maintain recreational access to public lands. The proposed development goes against the founding rationale of the Partnership and violates all three of its central goals by stealing from the water budget in the upper watershed; placing an urban environment in the forest which disrupts wildlife; and degrading existing recreational experiences by overpopulating all of the lands surrounding the development with too many visitors. How can the County even consider allowing the type of development that the Stemilt Partnership was formed to prevent?  



The Trust for Public Land website has a good description of the reason for formation and the goals of the Stemilt Partnership.

LINK to TPL Stemilt Partnership page



# Administratively Withdrawn Areas - Plan Implementation Will Nullify the Value of ADMWD areas



On page 12 of the EA, under Northwest Forest Plan, Administratively Withdrawn Areas (ADMWD) are discussed. ADMWD areas are designated both south of the proposed development, and west of the proposed development. These areas have been previously identified by the Forest as valuable for recreation, visual, and backcountry use. The proposed plan will degrade the value of all three of the stated values in both of the ADMWD areas. Visually, the night sky will be polluted by light, and the development will be visible from all points north and east, including from Highway 2 near Quincy. The premier and most easily accessible trail in the Wenatchee Mountains is the Lake Clara trail network. Recreational enjoyment of this trail will be damaged if a permanent population of 4000 pillows develops near the trail-head. Backcountry skiing is currently available and enjoyable in the two basins adjacent to the ski area. One of those basins will become side-country to the proposed development and the other will lose value as a destination due to the crowding from the development. The Forest Service needs to consider past valuations of the land before allowing proposed private development to degrade the value of two previously designated ADMWD areas.





# Development Agreement - Ties the hands of the County

Page 25 of the Development Agreement contains clauses the limit the County from applying County codes and road standards “only to the extent that the code has been adopted by the County for application on a county wide basis”. This clause eliminates the ability of technical staff and decision makers to use judgement in application of code and safety standards. The agreement may be written to the benefit of the developer and should be modified to the benefit of the County. The text of these provisions follows:







9.        Violates Washington law on Urban Growth Areas  

        RCW 36.70A.110 states that counties  “....shall designate an urban growth area or areas within which urban growth shall be encouraged and outside of which growth can occur only if it is not urban in nature. “  The Mission Ridge area was not designated an Urban Growth Area by Chelan County.  The Washington Legislature enacted this law because they “found that uncoordinated and unplanned growth posed a threat to the environment, sustainable economic development and quality of life in Washington.” Link to Environmental & Land Use Hearings Office  The Mission Ridge Development would add 4000 pillows making it a community the size of Cashmere.  Clearly the development is in violation of this law and its intent.





# Fire - Proposed Code Modifications are Irresponsible.

1a - Fire Flow (the quantity of water available for fire protection)

The MR Proposed Development Fire Protection Plan argues for exceptions from code-required fire flows and cites County code allowing downward modification of fire flow where full fire-flow requirements are impractical. The same county code, 15.40.040, also contains a provision allowing the fire flow to be modified upward where conditions indicate an unusual susceptibility to group fires of conflagrations.



Link to County Code 15.40.040



The County should deny the request for exceptions contained in the fire protection plan. In fact, the fire marshal should increase fire-flow requirements for this high-risk development placed in a fuel-rich dry forest. The required fire flow is not impractical if the water supply comes from the PUD. However, the PUD has indicated in their October 18, 2018 Agency Comment letter on MPR 2018-128 that:



“In summary, water service is considered not available at this time until determined permissible and feasible. Significant water system infrastructure will be required and the design, permitting, planning and construction of such infrastructure is a multiyear effort.”



This suggests that municipal water will not be immediately available. Until the water issue is resolved, the plan should not be approved.

 

1b - Ingress/Egress

The Mission Ridge Proposed Development includes only one way in and one way out. The proposed road will be built upslope of a steep sidehill. This geography results in an increased fire hazard from a fire that starts lower in the basin. Codes require an alternate exit to allow residents of the development an escape route in the event that a fire consumes the ingress route. An emerging catastrophic fire in the lower reaches of Squilchuck creek will quickly overwhelm fire crews and prevent a response further up the drainage because of the one-way in and out road, and the lack of adequate safety zones. However, the submitted fire protection plan argues that section 104.8 of the International Fire Code allows the fire code official to grant modifications for individual cases when the strict letter of the code is impractical. The text of that code provision follows:





Modification to the code is allowed only when the modification does not lessen life and fire safety requirements. Having a 4,000-pillow community trapped by an engulfed access road during an emerging catastrophic fire is a grave threat to fire safety and to life. The road, as currently planned, upslope of a 30% (+) sidehill is unsuitable as a stand alone egress route.



The proposal should be reviewed with a life-safety bias for the public, not a financial bias benefiting a private developer and other businesses seeing opportunities within the project. To approve the single access layout of this project is irresponsible on the County’s part. In light of the wildfire losses seen in recent years throughout the West (BC, Alberta, Washington, California, Colorado) it is well understood that a hot August fire could realistically engulf Mission Ridge’s entire development despite fire-wise preparations. This risk cannot be mitigated with fuel breaks and defensible space. Consequently, granting an exemption on the requirement of two access roads could easily be defined as negligence on the County’s part. Given the leanings of the Washington State Supreme Court to suspend governmental immunity to counties that have bent codes and regulations and that have experienced catastrophic losses as a result, the County puts itself in an untenable future position, legally and financially, by granting such an exemption.

· 		Fire - Fire Grief

County decision makers need only interview a few residents of the Broadview neighborhood who lost their homes in 2015 to understand the severe emotional strain and the disruption of life caused by the loss of a home. Subjecting nearly 900 people who will own homes/apartments/townhouses/condos in this new development to the potential loss of life and to the potential emotional strain from a major loss of property is an unjustified offset to the financial gain of a single developer and the cadre of business interests pushing this project.

· 		Fire - Increased Population Increases Risk

The following two articles indicate that when people are closer to the forest, there is increased fire risk.

https://www.pnas.org/content/111/2/746.full

https://www.pnas.org/content/115/13/3314 

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection studying Californian wildfires from 2013 to 2017 determined the following causes: debris burning (13.8%), electrical power (9.4 %), vehicles (8.8%), equipment use (8.2%), arson (7%), lightning (6.4%), campfire (3.8%), playing with fire (1.4%), smoking (1.4%), miscellaneous (14.8%), undetermined (24.6%). Humans cause the majority of wildfires  and a development of this sort, which has people living and playing in wildfire-prone forests will increase the likelihood that wildfires will be ignited in our local forests. Such fires will threaten not just this development but the much larger community down valley. This project must not be exempted from upholding the very strictest codes for fire protection, fire safety, and evacuation.  

· 		Water - No available extra water for domestic or snowmaking exists in the aquifer

The entire wintertime flow of Squilchuck Creek is allocated by existing water rights while both Beehive Irrigation District (senior water right) and Mission Ridge (junior water right) compete to fill their respective reservoirs. Existing water rights in the Spring and Summer exceed the available flow in the creek with Miller water users having their water rights regularly cut when the stream flow is inadequate to cover all existing water rights. The development proposes to drill wells and pump water from the deep aquifers which are hydraulically connected to the surface waters of the Squilchuck drainage. There is no available water to be removed from the aquifer. Any water that the development removes directly affects current water right holders who already consume the entire stream flow. One of the critical findings of the Stemilt Partnership’s report is that the upper watershed cannot support Urban-level development, yet that is what has been proposed.



Link to the Stemilt-Squilchuck Community Vision Brochure



Page 13, Section 2.2.2 Results, of The WRIA 40A Watershed Plan dated May 2007 found the following:



“…most of the physically available water (runoff of precipitation, shallow groundwater, imported water) entering the WRIA 40A is withdrawn for beneficial uses.”

“Annual water rights are about 50% greater than the estimated quantity of physically available water. Water diverted for new storage may potentially impair senior rights and/or require mitigation of impacts to senior rights.”

Link to Chelan County Watershed plan for WRIA 40A



An alternative to taking water from the aquifer might be to construct a municipal system that pumps water from town. Water is currently supplied by the Chelan County PUD to Forest Ridge. However, the PUD has indicated in their October 18, 2018 Agency Comment letter on MPR 2018-128 that:



“In summary, water service is considered not available at this time until determined permissible and feasible. Significant water system infrastructure will be required and the design, permitting, planning and construction of such infrastructure is a multiyear effort.”



This suggests that municipal water will not be immediately available. Until the water issue is resolved, the plan should not be approved.

· 		Sewer - Onsite septic systems

The proposal indicates that wastewater will be disposed of through dispersed on-site systems which deposit wastewater into the ground through drainfields. A drainfield is a biological system that depends on bacteria to process waste. How will this system perform under intermittent seasonal use? Can drain fields for 4000 pillows adequately prevent adverse effects to nature? It seems like any municipality of this size (e.g., Cashmere has roughly the same population as the proposed development) would construct a wastewater treatment plant, and not use dispersed septic systems with drainfields.



Orchardists in the Squilchuck drainage irrigate with surface water from Squilchuck Creek. The water is tested on a regular basis during growing season for compliance with legislated food safety standards. If the surface water fails the quality tests, fruit cannot be picked. Who will bear financial responsibility if a 4000 bed community pollutes the Squilchuck drainage and jeopardizes the livelihood of current water rights holders.

· 		

· 



· 		
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-       The expansion will add other activities such as cross country skiing, which I could see
myself enjoying

 

I disagree with the following comments:

-       “Maintain the values of stewardship, community, and small mountain vibe – aka the MR
way of life… keep our soul intact while growing. Keep our roots and our ties to the
community”

I watched the promotional video for MR, with Dr. Freed, Mayor Frank Kuntz, and Shiloh
Burgess. I moved here about 4 years ago from Seattle (transplanted from Indiana), so I am not
a true local. I am a physician at Confluence Health and I was attracted to Wenatchee because
of the ease of outdoor access, including Mission Ridge. On the same side of the coin, in
Seattle I was already living close to 3 ski resorts – Crystal Mountain, Stevens Pass, and
Snoqualmie Pass. Why would I move to Wenatchee when I had access to these larger
mountains? The answer is that I wanted to get away from the crowds, traffic, and
overcrowding of Seattle. Even after moving to Wenatchee, I still owned season passes to both
MR and SP, but ultimately, after the overcrowding became too much at SP; my husband and I
only own MR passes now. MR is special because it is a community asset. It is a local ski hill.
Creating condominiums and housing up there is not needed because:

-       Most locals already live <30 minutes from the hill

-       The downtown area is already expanding with a number of new hotels

-       The city itself is expanding with more homes being built throughout the valley as
Wenatchee is expanding

 

If we are truly doing this project to benefit the community, unfortunately I see us losing our
“local ski hill” vibe. We will become another touristy, overcrowded resort with traffic issues.
The ability of the residents of Wenatchee to escape to the trails and find solitude will be
permanently impacted. We will lose our small mountain vibe.

 

As we continue to attract physicians and other professionals to the area, how can we continue
to distinguish ourselves as having a local ski hill with solitude when we are no longer the local
ski hill, but rather a resort?

 

I do understand the positive financial impact of this expansion, but there are more sustainable
options to positively impact our community than an apparent economic boost that is
accompanied by the loss of our small mountain feel, with the current project proposal. If the
housing structures of the project expansion were significantly downsized, thus reducing the
demand on the area with too many users, I would be in greater agreement with this project.



 

I greatly appreciate your consideration of the potential impact of this project.

 

Sincerely,

 

Erin Andrade
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